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“[t]he‘library’has lost its etymologic
meaning and means not a collection of books, but
the central agency for disseminating information,
innocent recreation, or, best of all, inspiration
among the people. Whenever this can be done
better, more quickly, or cheaply by a picture than
a book, the picture is entitled to a place on the
shelves and in the catalog” -Melvil Dewey, 1906

UMN Libraries Streaming Background
• 2008
Group of media interested librarians got
together to pilot license some title in Films On
Demand – gradual purchase of streaming
packages
• 2010
Scott conducted a campus streaming
environmental scan – authored internal
report. Coincided with Media Resources
Framework study

UMN Libraries Streaming Background
Continued
• 2012
Office of Classroom Management publicly
announces phased retirement of classroom
playback equipment
– Scott conducted a data analyses study and authored
report of most circulated titles across Libraries system
for 3 years and most requested titles for advanced
booking/reserves. Provided estimated license
potential.

UMN Libraries Streaming Background
Continued
• Spring 2014
Pilot: expanded investment of some popular single title
circ. streaming (New Day, Docuseek2, FMG, Kanopy)
with support from an ad hoc cohort of media intensive
subject librarians
• Fall 2014-present
Formal Streaming Video Task Group charged to tackle
streaming issues related to selection criteria guidelines,
ordering workflows, streaming communications, and
user experience/pedagogical affordance streaming
assessment

Evolution of Video Formats
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UMN Libraries Streaming
[NeverEnding] Story
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UMN Libraries Streaming Background
• 2008
Group of media interested librarians got
together to pilot license some title in Films On
Demand – gradual purchase of streaming
packages
• 2010
Scott conducted a campus streaming
environmental scan – authored internal
report. Coincided with Media Resources
Framework study/article
-https://conservancy.umn.edu/handle/11299/130289

Streaming Video in Academic Libraries – Survey Results and Copyright
Information by deg farrelly and Jane Hutchison, ProQuest Day at ALA
Annual 2014: http://www.slideshare.net/proquest/streaming-video-inacademic-libraries-survey-results-and-copyright-information-by-degfarrelly-and-jane-hutchison-proquest-day-at-ala-annual-2014

Public Library Streaming Services
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Academic Streaming Services

z.umn.edu/streamingvideo

http://z.umn.edu/videoguide

http://connect.ala.org/node/183711

Recommended Title Level Licensed
Streaming Selection Criteria (draft)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Collection Development Philosophy
Licensing Terms
Cost
Delivery/Extensibility
Discovery
Accessibility
Vendor Usage Statistics Requirements
Streaming Selection Criteria

Licensed Streaming Challenges
•
•
•
•
•

Licensing theatrical studio films
VHS Video At Risk (Sec. 108)
System wide subject Librarian engagement and buy-in
Born digital commercial content
$$$ - scalability of licensing streaming media program
with diminished collections budgets
• Accessibility (some lack of captioning/audio
description) even in licensed streaming
• Articulated Institutional Risk Assessment – Fair Use

The REALLY FUN Stuff...Discovering What Our Users Are Doing
And Want To Do With Streaming Video That They Can’t Do (As
Easily) With Physical Media?

– UMN Instructor Streaming Study

• Investigation of instructor and student user
experience in course/disciplinary context

• Investigation of instructor and student
pedagogical affordances of educational
streaming video

How is media meeting faculty/student
needs?
Case Study 1: Performing Arts Affordances of Digital Video
•
•
•

Access - students need to watch BBC Shakespeare film during the summer before fall
classes began to prepare for class monologues
Being able for students to view clips from Royal Shakespeare series outside of class now
allows more time to focus on in-class performance (i.e., flipped classroom)
Essential value of the audio/video medium (vs. print) in conveying nuances of performance

"You can't equate reading a Shakespeare play to seeing and hearing it: it aides in clarity, relationship understanding,
and is simply more interesting." - Steve Cardamone (instructor)

How is media meeting faculty/students
needs?
•
•

•

Case Study 2: Nursing Dept. Affordances of Digital Video
Visual understanding and reinforcement of concepts learned in text and graphic
course materials
Ability to prepare for and study practicum procedures which are then reinforced by
follow up text self assessments
The opportunity to review and reinforce clinical practicum procedures visually

"Access to digital video brings to life many of the professional and interpersonal interactions between nurses,
colleagues and patients. This significantly enhances instruction provided through text and graphic materials.
Digital video has enhanced Nursing instruction for online and in class courses and practicums immeasurably."
- Nima Salehi (instructional designer, Nursing)
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